Supplication to Khenchen Padma Tsewang

GYÉ LAK CHIN PI CHU ZHIN RAB TU TRIG
Bestower of profound wisdom and perfect virtue,

TSÉ WI DO NYAG CHÖ KYI DHU CHAR BEP
Who lovingly lets a gentle rain of Sutra and Tantra descend,

NÜ PI TAN DOR PAN DI DHI ZANG PHEL
Whose excellent capacity increases the happiness of all beings,

TSONG MÉD DRIN CHEN LA MAR SOL WA DEB
Supremely kind master, I supplicate you.

TSÉ RAB KUN TU JÉ SU DZIN PA DANG
Please care for me in all my lives.

JANG CHUB SEM NYI JONG WAR JIN GYI LOB
Bless me to accomplish the two aspects of bodhicitta.